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Abstract

This article explores Oral Roberts’ legacy of racial reconciliation in the backdrop of the racial history of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Oral Roberts was a pioneer of racial integration of his meetings during the Healing Revival of the 1950s. But his racial vision came to maturity as Oral Roberts University became a center for social uplift for African Americans in the Spirit-empowered movement. Today, that legacy continues to shape Oral Roberts University as a shining example of racial diversity among Christian universities in America.

Introduction

On February 7, 2018, Oral Roberts University (ORU) President, Dr. William M. Wilson, announced that the Spirit-empowered university in South Tulsa had reached a milestone. He declared proudly, “For the first time in ORU history, white students are in the minority.” This announcement may be surprising to those outside the ORU community, but it came as no surprise to those on campus who have watched ORU become a bright spot of diversity.
in Tulsa, a city that has struggled to overcome its legacy stemming from the infamous 1921 Race Massacre. This article will explore the legacy of racial inclusion and integration in the ministry of Oral Roberts and ORU against the backdrop of Tulsa’s racial history.

It Happened in Tulsa

Tulsa is a beautiful city with a dark history. In its earliest days as an Indian territory, Tulsa was the home of the Creek Council Oak Tree that marked the end of the Trail of Tears for the Creek Nation prior to Oklahoma’s statehood. Members of the Five Civilized Tribes, uprooted by American expansion, were moved to the area and named the settlement Tallaṣi or Tulsa (which meant “old town”). Some of the Civilized Tribes adopted European values and owned black slaves, who were emancipated as “freedmen” following the Civil War and settled in the Tulsa area.¹ Because of the new opportunities for freedmen settlements, African Americans from other parts of the South migrated to Oklahoma to establish all black towns where “Negros could find freedom from lynching, burning at the stake and other lawlessness.”² But that vision was short lived when the government opened the lands to white settlers. The first whites came to Tulsa in the 1880s. In 1907, Oklahoma applied for statehood and Tulsa was blossoming as an oil boomtown. Despite its diversity, the new whites in Oklahoma were anything but tolerant of Native Americans or African Americans. The constitutional convention, led by the racial extremist president William H. Murray, set out to “out-Jim Crow the other southern states.”³ In a short time, Oklahoma went from a haven of racial diversity to one of the most segregated states in the union.

The oil boom in Tulsa in the early 1900s brought a new prosperity to the young city of Tulsa. The economic opportunities also benefited black citizens who were building their own “colored town” on the north side of the railroad tracks. Black entrepreneurs were building churches, hotels, entertainment establishments, and businesses in Black Tulsa. By 1920, the Greenwood District was one of the most successful black commercial
districts in the U.S.—known to the whites as “Little Africa” and by its citizens as “Black Wall Street.”4 But the prosperity of Black Tulsa drew criticism and even jealousy from some white citizens of Tulsa. Tensions between blacks and whites in Tulsa came to a head on June 1, 1921, when a young black man was accused of assaulting a young white woman in a Tulsa hotel elevator. Incited by a headline in the *Tulsa Tribune*, a large group of whites in Tulsa demanded authorities to deliver the young man to a lynch mob.5 Fearing that the Tulsa authorities would not protect the young man, a mob of young armed black men raced from Black Tulsa to defend him. Then “all Hell broke loose,” as what started as a skirmish at the courthouse turned into a race riot that moved from White Tulsa to Black Tulsa.6

Over the next twenty-four hours, the riot turned into a massacre as Tulsa became the site for the worst acts of racial violence in American history. Mobs of whites and blacks exchanged fire in the streets. Firebombs were dropped from planes on businesses and homes while bullets rained down on black citizens from machine gun installments on top of Standpipe Hill. For their safety, authorities forcibly removed blacks from their homes and businesses as white mobs looted and torched the black community. By the end of the day, an estimated 200–250 people were killed (with an estimated 80% being black), 10,000 black Tulsans were left homeless, over 2,000 businesses were destroyed, and virtually the whole thirty blocks of Black Tulsa was burnt to the ground.7 James Hirsh comments, “The ruins of Greenwood were a grim display of racial hatred . . . . The riot was not only an expression of hostility between two groups but also a reflection of the isolation and mistrust each community felt for each other.”8

Until recently, the memory of this tragic event had all but receded from the minds of the Tulsa community, being virtually ignored for over fifty years by the city and the press. But the effects of this horrific event have persisted in the minds of African Americans in Tulsa. Even with the recent recognition by the city and state of the Tulsa Race Massacre as one of the nation’s greatest tragedies and the movements toward reconciliation by the
city, Tulsa is still a divided town, with the north side of downtown still being predominantly black and the south predominately white.

There is little information on how aware Oral Roberts was about Tulsa’s race riot history. But we do know that from the very first days of Roberts’ presence in Tulsa, he would become part of the story of Tulsa’s racial history. One of Roberts’ first crusades in 1947 was held in Tulsa in a tent set up by a Pentecostal Holiness minister named Steve Pringle located in Greenwood on a vacant lot at 601 N. Main upon the ashes of an upper class neighborhood that once was home to the elites of Black Wall Street. Just one block south of Pringle’s tent was a large white building called Beno Hall where 3,000 members of Tulsa’s KKK kalvern had terrorized blacks in Greenwood until it closed in 1929. Enthusiasm over Roberts’ popular miracle ministry had succeeded in adding new members to the fledgling church, so much so that Pringle decided to purchase Beno Hall to house the hundreds of new Pentecostal believers. Pringle named the church *Evangelistic Temple* and it became the Roberts family’s home church. Little did Roberts know that this would be the beginning of a lifetime of ministry that would reclaim spaces of racial segregation within the Christian community.

**Oral Roberts’ Racial Vision**

Like most white Pentecostals in his era, Roberts’ ministry began primarily among the white members of his own denomination, the Pentecostal Holiness Church. Yet, Pentecostalism began as a multi-racial movement when William Seymour, the son of former slaves, started a world-wide movement in Los Angeles, California, in 1906. But years of separation between blacks and whites in Pentecostal circles had left the movement segregated on Sunday mornings. Despite the racial climate in his era, Roberts was able to escape racial biases and throughout his ministry shared the same inclusive vision as early Pentecostals who believed “the color line was washed away in the blood.”
Oral Roberts’ racial vision can be traced back to several formative experiences from his childhood in Oklahoma that insulated him from the prejudice that surrounded him. The first was Roberts’ awareness that he himself was not white. Oral Roberts’ father was white, but his mother was part Cherokee. The fact that he was non-white was essential to his origin story because, like many Native Americans, he contracted tuberculosis as a teenager. As Tim Hatcher has pointed out, Roberts incorporated his Native American ancestry as a ministry tool to minister to disadvantaged people throughout his ministry. Roberts notes, “I am part Cherokee Indian myself. I am neither white nor black. I often say, I am in between.” Roberts’ appropriation of his Native American identity helped him develop what he believed was a biblical theology of race. He says, “God has made only two things different about all the people of the world: (1) They are of different colors; (2) and they live in different places.” In his mind, biological differences between races did not separate humanity, for “all nations of the earth were made of one blood.” For Roberts, race was little more than simply the color of one’s skin, but underneath humanity is the same.

The second formative experience came from his early exposure to black Pentecostal churches through his father’s ministry. Roberts recalls living “across the street from colored town” as a child in Southwest Oklahoma, where his father, the pastor of the Pentecostal Holiness Church, often exchanged pulpits with the pastor of the black Church of God in Christ in Ada. He recalls, “My father loved black people. And black people loved my father.” Oral loved attending these services with his father and these experiences fostered a deep love and appreciation for African American spirituality. Worshiping with black believers exposed him to the way their journey as an oppressed people was expressed in their spiritual ethos. For example, when one African American ORU student sang “Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child” at a crusade, Roberts reflected that she “sang her songs with the feeling of a race that felt the last of bitterness of the white man, yet with the hope of Jesus in her soul.”
Roberts’ connection to his own racial identity not only helped him to identify with minorities, but also created in him empathy for the experience of minorities in America. As Tim Hatcher has noted, “His navigation of these different ethnicities reveals a hybridized identity that sprang up from his early experiences and his family’s approaches to these issues.”

During the 1950s, his heritage compelled him to draw attention to Native Americans and their suffering. He considered himself to be a missionary to the “Forgotten Peoples.” Roberts was ashamed of the history of the white man’s behavior of neglect, broken promises, and genocide of Native Americans. His compassion for Native Americans led him to conduct special Native American crusades to meet the needs of this community. His advocacy on behalf of this neglected community resulted in his being awarded as the “Outstanding Native American of the Year” in 1963.

Perhaps the most formative experience came from touching human needs as a healing evangelist. The healing ministry changed him because he saw firsthand how suffering was not limited to race or color; it was a human condition that a loving God wanted to heal. The ministry of healing embodied the compassion of Jesus who sees people through God’s love and is not afraid to touch the hurting. He said, “I don’t have the kind of love that makes me suddenly love all the Negros and hate the Whites, or love all the Whites and hate all the Negroes. I just love people. Jesus put that in me. I love people because the Lover is inside of me.” Furthermore, Roberts believed the Gospel did not discriminate according to race. He said, “Jesus sees people as they are and not as some bigots or racists say they are.” He was once asked if he would pray for a Jewish man for healing. He responded, “Is he a human being? Then I will pray for him.”

### Challenging the Boundaries of Race

David Harrell, Roberts’ notable biographer, questions how committed Roberts was to racial justice. He quips that Roberts, like other southern evangelical evangelists, openly “courted black followers,” but comments that Roberts was “no social crusader.” While Roberts’ approach to racial
integration was modest in the beginning, Harrell’s analysis fails to recognize
the gradual development of Roberts’ increasingly public challenge to
America’s racial boundaries.

In the first years of his crusade ministry, Roberts was sympathetic to
the plight of “colored people” who in several locations “were forbidden to
enter for my prayer” or were confined to “a certain section reserved for
them.” Despite these restrictions, Roberts did his best to minister to black
attendees and several were healed. Where laws allowed, Roberts had open
seating and integrated altar calls. A report from his 1949 crusade boasted,
“Negro, Mexican, Indian, and White all sat together. So did the rich with
the poor and the cultured with the unlearned.” Another report in the
same year in Tacoma, Washington, recorded that when Roberts gave the
altar call, “they came, old and young, white and colored, from all portions
of the tent.”

During these early years Roberts preferred quietly to integrate his own
meetings rather than making a public statement on the political side of the
issue. Later he recalled, “We didn’t talk about it. We just did it.” However,
his reputation of integration was beginning to draw criticism by some in
Christian circles. Roberts noted, “In many places, misguided Christians
picketed and paraded outside our tent because I refused to segregate the
altar of God.” In 1953, Roberts was informed during a crusade that a
group of whites was going to kill him if he desegregated seating in his
meetings. After discussing the threats with his team, he decided he would
not allow racists to determine who could receive ministry in his meetings.
In spite of the threats, he announced to the crowd, “Anyone who comes to
our tent can sit where you want to sit.” After he made the announcement,
the rest of the crusade meetings proceeded without incident.

As his popularity increased by the mid-1950s, Roberts became more
vocal about the integration of his meetings. For example, in 1956, a reader
questioned Roberts, “How do you stand on the question of segregation or
integration of races?” He replied, “I am a minister of the gospel, not a
politician. . . . My ministry is for all people of all churches and all races.”
By 1959, Roberts’ meetings and altar calls were fully integrated and he made it clear that “all races are welcome at our Crusades.”

**A Healing University**

Beginning in 1965 with the opening of ORU, Oral Roberts’ efforts to work for racial justice began to blossom. The early 1960s was a time of tremendous social upheaval in American culture and the university campuses became ground zero for conversations and conflicts about race in America. Roberts was deeply distressed at what he perceived as anarchy that other universities experienced. His strict standard to the school’s honor code earned ORU the label “The School for Squares” in the local paper. But Roberts wanted more from his university than to simply produce good Christian men and women. He dreamed of a university where students, regardless of color or background, were truly equal and had equal opportunities to succeed. In fact, a governmental official in charge of federal funding called him to ask his policy on black people and integration. Roberts replied, his three priorities for ORU were that it would be international, interdenominational, and interracial. Roberts’ interracial admissions policy was long before the days of affirmative action and the 1978 Supreme Court decision that permitted race to be a factor in college admissions. When it came to integration, ORU was ahead of the curve for conservative evangelical campuses.

In recruiting black students, he became aware that many students did not have the same academic opportunities as white students. Whereas white students at ORU “achieved a certain position because of their parents or the culture of America,” he recognized that black students did not have the same educational opportunities because “for three hundred years the white man had decided that black people would have to stay at a certain point in history.” To address the academic inequality, Roberts told the faculty that ORU had an obligation to be a place where black students could receive support and encouragement for the disadvantages created by the inequitable American educational system. Roberts believed part of ORU’s mission
would be to prove to America that “no black person is inferior.” Over the next few years, he saw struggling black students become 4.0 students as faculty helped to give them equal opportunities to succeed. He declared, “We have demonstrated to our constituency and our city what is so obvious all along if you had eyes to see. We are the same people, all we need is the same opportunity. Give us the same opportunity, folks and I am telling you, there is no color.” It should be noted that despite his inclusive attitudes towards his students, Roberts was much slower in integrating African Americans into the leadership of ORU. When the university started, the entire faculty and board of regents were white.

The realization that true racial justice was related to opportunity was further reinforced when it came to black students being treated with equality in South Tulsa. In the 1970s, whites in Tulsa were still discriminating against blacks, particularly in housing. When his black students needed housing outside the campus Roberts found out that the surrounding apartment complex owners would not rent to blacks. Troubled by this reality, he decided to do what Roberts does best. He went out and raised money to buy one of the apartment complexes for his graduate students so black students could have equal access. To further make his point, he appointed Clifton Taulbert, a notable black alumnus who had also been rejected for an apartment because of his race, to be one of the administrators of ORU’s housing complexes.

An Agent of Racial Healing

Roberts’ ministry career was paralleled by the development of the Civil Rights Movement. During the mid-1960s, the Civil Rights Movement was entering a stage where black Americans were actively confronting the systems of racial injustice in America. The civil unrest and riots around the United States in 1967 earned the famous branding, “The Long Hot Summer of 1967.” As leaders confronted racism in America, Roberts began openly to confront racial attitudes in his crusades. Just a week before the Detroit riot in July of 1967, Roberts held a crusade at the Detroit
Convention Center. The convention hall was packed as “white sat beside Negro and Negro beside white” and were only separated by “different needs.” The crusade team could already sense that there was “unrest in the city and foreboding of the riots to come.” Prophetically, Roberts focused his message on the racial unrest, particularly focusing on “the second worst riot in the history of the nation” that had just taken place in Newark, New Jersey.48 Roberts told the Detroit audience, “Why is the white man manipulating the black man? To cover up his sin of enslaving that man, of violating his human rights, his dignity and the image of God upon his soul.”49 Roberts focused his meeting on calling America to repentance and led the attendees in prayer for God to heal the nation from bitterness and hatred between races.

A few months later, Roberts was again calling for racial healing in a crusade that took place just days before Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated. With racial tensions growing and hope for unity in question, Roberts addressed the problem of “racial bias” in America. Roberts declared, “[Negros] have been the victims of more mistreatment and racial bias than any other peoples in modern history.”50 He reminded supporters that the hateful rhetoric in America was affecting “dear black people who suffer, have needs and are human beings with God-given rights.” Roberts pleaded with the Christian community that harboring hate and fear toward race was no longer an option. “God wants you to do something about this!” he exclaimed. He encouraged Christians to face the darkness in their own hearts, which was just as sinful as the violence against blacks. He comments, “There are other ways to kill people than with guns. You can do it with prejudice, hate, ridicule, name calling, or separating yourself from them.”51 In Roberts’ understanding, those who refused to accept black people refused Jesus himself.52 He was convinced that the Gospel was the antidote to the problem of hate and true healing for America would only occur “when we come face-to-face with Christ.”53

Another important moment that shaped Roberts’ stance was when he was invited to meet with a group of African American pastors in Harlem in
1968. As he listened to these leaders of the black community share their experiences he began to understand better the “militant” rhetoric of movement.\textsuperscript{54} Although he did not agree with all of it, he came out of that meeting more committed to listening to the black community and their needs for justice and equality. Roberts believed that the answer for racial strife was not militancy in pursuit of gaining equality; it was the “touch of compassion” that was needed on both sides of the racial issues. For whites, compassion is needed in order for blacks to be seen as human beings who have real needs that Jesus died to heal. For blacks, compassion is needed to look upon their oppressors with compassion and forgiveness, which was the ultimate act of healing.

For this famous healing evangelist, the move from healing evangelist to advocate for racial healing was a natural one since racial healing and physical healing are rooted in the same principle.

If you think of sickness as disharmony, as I think of it, then everybody is sick. The only difference is in degree, because everybody is in disharmony. He may be in disharmony with himself, he may be in disharmony with people . . . Jesus saw people in disharmony with themselves, with society, and with God; and He touched them at their point of need.\textsuperscript{55}

Just as physical healing was provided for in Christ, so too healing was part of the ministry of Jesus, even for racial strife. He declared, “Yes! There’s a healing for our nation. . . . A healing for bitter people, the frustrated, the violent. There is a healing in Christ for the nations.”\textsuperscript{56} The key was that both blacks and whites needed to see people as people, and like Jesus, be willing to touch people with compassion.

**Racial Healing in Prime Time**

Oral Roberts was a pioneer and perhaps the father of what we know today as Christian television.\textsuperscript{57} In the 1950s, Roberts used television to
mainstream the healing ministry as God performed miracles of physical healing in prime time. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Roberts once again turned to television ministry to expose the American public to his increasing emphasis on racial healing and reconciliation. Roberts knew the power television had to shape the narrative of his generation and was not afraid to feature African Americans in his TV programs. His first primetime show in 1969 featured gospel legend Mahalia Jackson. Roberts’ inclusion of black religious icons like Jackson was novel in a time when blacks were “invisible” in American religious broadcasting. The special featured a powerfully subversive moment in which Roberts and Jackson joined hand-in-hand in prayer for God to heal the nation. By featuring images of reconciliation in prime time, Roberts was strategically trying to show the American public that Jesus was the answer to the problems of race.

Oral Roberts’ popularity on television in the 1970s meant he also became an important religious figure for politicians to associate with. As a lifelong Democrat, Roberts had an open invitation to consort with many of the political voices in America. But his most visible overture toward the civil rights movement was in 1978 when Oral Roberts invited Rev. Jesse Jackson to receive an honorary doctorate from ORU for his “untiring endeavors for the understanding and cooperation among all races of this country.” Jackson admired Roberts for his stand on integration because he “would not allow the cross to be beneath the flag or the culture.” Jackson was impressed by the number of black students that were in the graduating class. Jackson commented during his commencement address that ORU embodied the dream of Martin Luther King, Jr., and had “overcome the tension of race.” He encouraged,

If ORU accepts this challenge of equity and parity for itself, it will then have earned the moral authority to challenge others to get like us. ORU has the opportunity to be the first University in America to establish an educational community where people from around the world can come here and say that you will be
judged totally by the content of your character rather than the color of your skin.65

Jackson’s words of encouragement about ORU’s racial reputation attest to the way in which Roberts’ rhetoric of inclusion had reached an institutional level and set out ORU as a model among universities in the nation. While it would be easy to suspect that his efforts to feature black celebrities at ORU was simply “good business,” Roberts’ track record of racial justice certainly had the potential to alienate more white supporters than he could gain from the black community.66

**Listening to the Black Voices in Tulsa**

Jesse Jackson’s presence on campus in 1978 was not an isolated phenomenon; it was the culmination of a decade of ORU evolving from a welcoming place for African Americans to a space for racial understanding and dialog. The racial division in Tulsa was apparent to anyone who came to the city. Roberts recognized this reality and took a bold step in 1969 when he held a special “Racial Brotherhood” chapel for featuring women from the Tulsa community discussing their experiences of prejudice as members of the black, Jewish, and Catholic communities.67 One of the black speakers, Katherine Copeland, recalled what it was like to grow up in Tulsa on “notorious Greenwood Street.” She told the student body, “Tulsa has always been one of the most segregated cities in the United States and in my youth all of the Negroes lived in one area, except for those living in servant quarters, and many of us had very little contact with the white world.” She told of how when she was born, her mother had to give birth to her in a room “between the emergency entrance and the boiler room” because she was not allowed with the whites. The students got to ask questions of the panel about issues of prejudice in Tulsa and how these women had responded. Even with Roberts’ efforts to encourage inclusion, ORU students recognized that racial issues still existed on the campus, such as interracial dating.68
Roberts’ initial racial conversations on race in 1968 eventually became an annual emphasis called “Black Awareness Week,” which was established to “help ORU understand” the black experience. Through a series of services, several speakers addressed the ORU community on matters of racism, equality, and social justice. In 1971, Roberts preached a message on racial equality using Simon the Cyrene, the African man who helped Jesus carry his cross, as an example of the African American’s place in God’s kingdom. Roberts also shared how members of the North Tulsa black community had gone to New York to solicit help from black businessmen to establish a new business in North Tulsa. The New York powerbrokers told them, “Call Oral Roberts. He is the one man in Tulsa who can help you.”

In 1972, Mayor James Evers, who was at the time one of only four black mayors in America, gave a talk called “Racism is Wrong” and thanked God for Oral Roberts who “came along and represents all of us.” He told the students they needed to be proud to tell people, “I went to Oral Roberts, a school where a man believed in change—not talk—who believed in doing something.”

In another chapel session, Campus Chaplain Bob Stamps led a forum where black students were allowed to share about how they felt about the racial climate of ORU and America. Some students admitted that ORU is not exempt from racial prejudice. One student commented, “I feel that this campus probably has less than any other campus in America, but I feel as Christian young people, we’ve really got to work hard.” Another student who grew up in Tulsa commented that he was proud to be black because it represented self-determination and human dignity. He said, “For the black man to respond to God’s love in faith means that the black man has accepted the truth of the image of himself, which is revealed in Jesus Christ.” The evening was capped off with a “Soul Festival,” which was a celebration of black culture put on by a student committee.

The most radical event of “Black Awareness Week” in 1972 was a panel discussion in which students were encouraged to engage with several
black Tulsans about racism, poverty, and black-white relations. One of the leaders was Don Ross, one of the most outspoken advocates for North Tulsa and who later served as the North Tulsa representative in the Oklahoma House from 1983–2000. During the 1960s, Ross sought to bring attention to the forgotten history of the Tulsa Race Massacre by publishing several articles in the *Oklahoma Eagle*. His advocacy for blacks in Tulsa led him to be the lead lobbyist for the establishment of the commission to investigate the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre. Riot historian, James Hirsch, commented, “No one played a more crucial role in this endeavor than Don Ross, a black journalist-turned-politician who spent more than four decades trying to summon the event from history.”

Known for his unapologetic and often cutting opinions about black equality and the need for white restitution in Tulsa, Ross introduced himself to the students by warning the students that his views were militant and declared, “I’m a racist.” However, Ross was impressed that the university would allow him to share his controversial ideas and that the students were so willing to engage in these hard conversations. He commented, “It’s a symbol that maybe it’s not too late for you at least. I think it’s important that you understand some of the pressures and problems that we face just because we are black.” Ross’ presence in this forum demonstrated that Oral Roberts did not just give lip service to support of his African American students; Roberts was willing to listen and learn from the experience of leaders of his own city. The emphasis on racial issues in these forums cemented ORU as one of the few places outside of North Tulsa where the experiences of African Americans could be expressed and heard.

The same year, Roberts showed his willingness speak out on issues involving racial issues in Tulsa. Although in 1954 *Brown v. Board of Education* paved the way for the integration of public schools, it was not until 1973 that a first attempt at integration took place in Tulsa at Booker T. Washington High School. In response to this momentous move, Roberts issued a press release of support.
We here at Oral Roberts University are very interested about the future of Washington High School and about the voluntary efforts to integrate and to have students from various families in our entire city. We are trying to practice brotherhood here. We have both white and black and in fact, the students of many colors and races here at the university. We are getting along beautifully and we think that this thing at Washington High School has a great future and I just hope and pray, in fact, we all hope and pray that we can get together and that this will be more than an experiment, it will be something living in the midst of all of us that demonstrates our real sincere feelings of brotherhood.  

The fact that Roberts saw continuity between racial integration in Tulsa and the vision he had tried to implement at ORU once again demonstrated that Roberts was ahead of his time.

Several years later, another important voice from the Tulsa African American community took center stage for “Black Awareness Week.” This time it was Tulsa icon, Robert Goodwin, who was a recognized African American leader in Tulsa. Unlike the outside voices of previous years, Goodwin was a member of the first graduating class of ORU who, after earning his Ph.D. from the University of California-Berkley, became editor of his father’s historic black Tulsa newspaper *The Oklahoma Eagle*. While a student at ORU, Goodwin served as student body president and was a member of the World Action Team on several global crusades. Goodwin was recognized in the Tulsa black community for bringing the story of Tulsa’s racial history to the forefront of the Tulsa memory. Goodwin talked to the ORU students about the history of America and the legacy that disenfranchisement has had on the black community. He explained, “The blacks of this country weren’t allowed any identity with his mother Africa, and at the same time he was prohibited from adopting the cultural values of this land, so he became literally a man without a country.” Goodwin pointed out even in their day, racial bigotry is still present because black Americans were succeeding and were no longer “in their place.” He told
the audience that true freedom was the human ability to be mobile in society, a luxury that whites enjoyed and black citizens were still trying to achieve. Goodwin’s emphasis on “opportunity” was similar to Roberts’ impulse to try to level the playing field for black students when the school first opened.

By the late 1980s, ORU was still struggling to reach a 20 percent minority. But that was not good enough for Roberts. He declared, “God laid it on my heart to try to reach 30% black students.”84 To help with this goal, Roberts was intentional in recruiting African Americans to be part of the leadership of ORU. Among those serving on the board of Regents during this era was Bishop Charles E. Blake, who later became the presiding bishop of the Churches of God in Christ, the largest Pentecostal denomination in the U.S. Blake’s oldest son attended ORU.85 Another important person added to ORU’s Board of Regents was Bishop John L. Mears of Evangel Temple in Washington D.C. John and his sons, Don and Virgil, became leaders in a racial reconciliation movement among Pentecostal and Charismatic ministers in the late 1980s. Mears’ magazine, Bridgebuilder, featured many prominent ministers who were working for racial unity in the church. Among the regular ministers highlighted were John Gimenez, ORU’s own Carlton Pearson, Kenneth Copeland, Charles Blake, and Oral Roberts. Mears’ sons, Don and Virgil, were part of the first class of graduates from ORU. Mears chose ORU because of the “reconciling power of God’s healing love was evident in that fact—that students from many different races, backgrounds, and denominations could come together in one school.”86

In a very bold move toward racial reconciliation in 1986, Oral Roberts and new Dean of the ORU seminary, Larry Lea, announced that ORU was ready to go “beyond reconciliation to restitution.”87 Roberts announced the establishment of the “John L. Mears Restitution Fund” with the goal of raising funds for scholarships for African American students to attend seminary at ORU. Lea commented, “Our goal is to help bring a new vitality to black churches in America—to train new pastors who are filled with and
acquainted with the workings of the Holy Spirit.” Roberts believed he had a responsibility to sow into the inner cities that were so hurt by racial prejudice. Roberts said, “We want to be part of this reconciliation movement that’s taking place.” The administration placed an emphasis on the recruitment of black students by hiring Bill Owens, who started a program called, “Give Them a Chance Ministries,” which recruited black students from the inner city to ORU. This initiative increased ORU’s enrollment of African Americans from 4.1 percent in 1980 to 24.3 percent in 1992. Even through the infamous financial difficulties that led to the closing of the City of Faith in 1989 and the eventual transition of Oral’s leadership to his son, Richard, in 1991, the African American population continued to be 15–20 percent throughout the 1990s.

Despite the emphasis on diversity among the student body, ORU had a more difficult time recruiting African American faculty until the 1980s. In 1983, ORU recruited Anita Hill, the longtime aid to Clarence Thomas, to be a Professor of Law in the O. W. Coburn School of Law until it closed in 1986. The ORU seminary in particular took steps forward by recruiting noted African American Pentecostal scholar, Leonard Lovett, to serve as Professor of Religion and Ethics from 1990–1993. Others who joined during this time are current faculty members Trevor Grizzle, William V. MacDonald, and James Barber.

Oral’s “Black Son”

The story of Oral Roberts’ efforts at racial reconciliation cannot be told without including the story of Carlton Pearson. Although currently an outcast of the evangelical community due to his controversial shift to the “gospel of inclusion,” during the 1970s–1990s, Pearson was one of Oral Roberts’ favorite protégés. Pearson grew up in a poor neighborhood in San Diego, California, where his family attended the Church of God in Christ. He and his mother watched Roberts on television. Pearson was called to preach at an early age and hoped he could attend ORU after high school, particularly because at the time there were no black Pentecostal
universities. Roberts almost immediately recognized Pearson’s gifts and within a year he was traveling in ministry with Roberts and became one of the most recognized black students at ORU. Roberts believed Pearson was special. In fact, in 1973, Roberts shared with Pearson an idea that would change his outlook on his own ethnicity. He said, “Carlton, the last person to help Christ on earth was a black man.” Roberts added, “I believe that the next great move of the Holy Spirit would be among black people . . . And that you will have a leading part in it.” That year Pearson was the driving force behind instituting the “Black Awareness Week” and was regularly called upon to encourage black participation in campus life. Pearson also started an all-black choir on campus called “Souls-A-Fire” and was a regular singer with the ORU World Action Singers featured on Roberts’ prime time specials.

After graduation, Pearson was appointed “Associate Evangelist” and chaplain for Oral Roberts Ministries and he ministered side by side with Richard Roberts at crusades around the world. Pearson’s relationship with Oral was close and he claims that in 1974 Oral singled him out as his “black son.” After a few years of ministry success under Roberts’ wing, in 1977 Pearson launched out on his own ministry. He eventually launched an interracial church in South Tulsa named Higher Dimensions, which he modeled after the diversity he experienced at ORU. The initially majority white church quickly grew to over 1,000 people. Pearson remained connected to ORU as a member of the ORU Board of Regents.

The interracial vision of Pearson was shaped in part by the role he played in Roberts’ vision of racial equality at ORU. On the one hand, Pearson embraced his African American identity, while at the same time was critical of his own community focusing too much on being black. On the other hand, Pearson was uncomfortable with the way white ministers tried to use popular black preachers like himself only to address racial integration in the church. He wanted to be recognized as minister, not a token black preacher for white audiences. Pearson commented, “they needed me as an
evangelist before the blacks came, because my ministry is just as effective to a nonblack audience as an integrated audience.”

As a black minister in Tulsa, Pearson had become an important image both for ORU and for Tulsa race politics. Pearson’s church was integrated, but that was primarily achieved because it was planted in South Tulsa rather than North Tulsa. In fact, in the earliest days, his church was predominantly white. Pearson provided ORU and the South Tulsa Christian community a version of blackness that whites could be comfortable with that was not “too black.”

As Marla Frederick points out, Pearson represented a new face of black Pentecostalism, which had been historically “associated with those on the economic margins of society.” His notoriety in Pentecostal and Charismatic circles, interracial leadership, visibility in Christian media, and economic wealth expanded the perception of blackness to his generation and allowed black spirituality to become mainstream. Pearson shattered two presumptions about African Americans, that blacks were poor and that expressivity should be “marginal not mainstream.” Fredrick said, “The performance of religious dandyism among African American televangelists provided a means of aesthetically affirming black uplift and social mobility, while simultaneously critiquing perceived notions of black religious complacency to the economic status quo.” Of course, Pearson “learned the ropes” of both aspects from his mentor Oral Roberts.

Roberts’ mainstreaming of prosperity teaching and Pentecostal spirituality was now being used by a black minister to uplift himself and others in his community. Pearson had become the most recognizable black minister in America. Pearson’s popularity led to him being invited to be the “only African American” host of TBN’s Praise the Lord television show, which Pearson often hosted. Pearson used his success to provide opportunities for other black ministers to break through similar visibility and economic barriers. The Azusa Conferences of the early 1990s gave a platform for a new wave of black ministers to be noticed by the larger church community. Most notably was T. D. Jakes, the megachurch pastor.
who became a household name as America’s favorite preacher. Others, like Donnie McClurkin, Dion Sanders, and Marvin Winans, were elevated to visibility through his presence on predominantly white Christian television. In the end, Roberts used Pearson to show a new face of blacks in the media that most whites had not yet seen, one molded to white expectations as he performed familiar white aesthetics with the World Action Singers. On the other hand, Pearson used Oral Roberts and ORU as a platform to mainstream black aesthetics for white audiences.

**Conclusion**

Today ORU is reaping the benefits of the past five decades of emphasis on racial healing. But that vision has been taken to a whole new level under Dr. William M. Wilson, the fourth president of ORU. Wilson’s vision of globalization through Whole Person Education at ORU has had a tremendous impact on the global diversity of the student population, which today represents 114 nations of the world. Currently the student population consists of 45 percent white, 14 percent African American, 14 percent Hispanics, and 16 percent international students. The inclusive atmosphere created for African Americans is benefiting other ethnicities in this new era of a global society. Under the longtime Vice President of Student Affairs and African American graduate of ORU, Dr. Clarence Boyd, “Black Heritage Week” has continued to expand to what is now a number of Multi-cultural Committee celebrations including “MLK and Diversity Week,” “International Emphasis Week,” and the annual “CultureFest.” While Tulsa has continued to struggle to integrate, ORU has become a model for diversity representing Christ’s ability to bring healing to all races through the power of the Holy Spirit.

Oral Roberts was a healing evangelist who did not limit his vision to physical healing. Roberts’ healing theology naturally led to the belief that he could play a role in healing the racial divisions in the United States. Roberts’ own racial identity was a seed that continued to grow until his belief in racial healing manifested in a university that would elevate the lives of
African Americans in Tulsa and throughout America. He was not afraid of hard conversations about race. Nor was he content to sit on the sidelines. In the deeply racially divided city of Tulsa, Oral Roberts was a voice for healing and reconciliation at a time when the black church needed a champion and the white church needed a prophetic voice.
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